TERRA SEED
Turf overseeding system
·· For golf greens, athletic fields, and green spaces
·· For improving turf that is worn and infiltrated with weeds or
foreign grass without breaking up the soil

Devoted to turf. www.wiedenmannusa.com

TERRA SEED
In order to have successful germination of seeds, it is necessary to create intensive
contact between the seeds and soil. Just as important is even, stripe-free
spreading of the seeds. The TERRA SEED meets these requirements. For seedbed
preparation, special spring tines are used to open up the surface of the soil.
An auger is integrated into the galvanized seed container to stir the seeds and
is driven with a V-belt powered by the low-pressure tires of the overseeding unit,
ensuring an even flow of seed. The short distance between the seed discharge
opening and the turf (only 5") minimizes the chance of seed being blown away.

Setting the discharge volume or changing seeds is done quickly with the use 
of a calibration trough and turn crank. The seed brush efficiently brushes 
the seeds into the seed grooves. The trailed seed roller with low-pressure
tires presses the seed into the soil causing intense contact between the seeds
and the soil. The self-cleaning low-pressure tires also prevent materials from
accumulating.
Optional equipment: lateral pneumatic guidance wheels

The advantages:
Intensive seed to soil contact
for consistent, stripe-free seed
distribution.

Fine adjustment of the seed volume
and fast changing of the seed type is
easy with the special flow simulation
device.

TECHNICAL DATA
Working width in approx. inches:

63"

Weight in approx. pounds:

474

Working depth max. in inches:

0.2"

Mounting rear 3-point hitch:

cat. I

Minimum tractor lifting capacity in pounds:

551

Drive:

ground-driven

Seed roller:

8 pneumatic tires 11 x 7

Seed hopper volume in approx. liters:

140

Spring tines diameter in inches:

0.2"

Tine spacing in inches:

3"

Seed brush:

2 rows

Lateral pneumatic support wheels 11 x 4:

optional
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Descriptions and illustrations are not binding. Changes in design and execution are possible.

